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Discours de M. Laurent Amar, Consul Général de France au Cap 

14 juillet 2018  

 

M. le Ministre d’Etat, Minister for the Ecological and Inclusive Transition,  

Mesdames et messieurs les Ministres, 

Honorable members of Parliament, 

Monsieur l’Ambassadeur,  

Members of the Diplomatic and Consular Corps, 

Chers compatriotes, 

Dear Friends, 

Bienvenue, Welcome !  

Merci à tous d’être venus, si nombreux.   

I am really impressed.   

I will keep my speech very short.  

I will only use 5 words, which work both in French and in English.   

The first word, comme de juste, is première.  

Première 

We had yesterday the première of the movie (Back to Burgundy in Franschoek. 

This tribute to winemaking and movies illustrates the ties between France and 

the Western Cape. These links have been renewed last week, with  Minister Alan 

Winde’s successful visit to Burgundy.  

It is also a “Première” for us in Cape Town, as we welcome a Ministre d’Etat 

for the first time.  

Monsieur le Ministre, I hope your visit in Cape Town will please you, as it 

definitely pleases us ! 

On a more personal note, it is a “Première” for myself tonight. It is the first 

time I get to spend the 14
th

 of July in Cape Town. On this occasion, I want to 
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express my gratitude to all the Consular agents, the French Community, and the 

inhabitants of Cape Town, who welcomed me so wholeheartedly.  

Which brings me to my second word, to something that struck me this year, 

especially in the times we are living : solidarity. 

Solidarité  

I witnessed a lot of solidarity in the French Community at first. For that, I would 

like to welcome and to thank all the members of the Communauté Française. I 

address my special regards to the new board of the Ecole Française, as well as 

to the members of our Equipe de France du Cap.  

Speaking of Equipe de France : I hope  to see you all tomorrow as I saw you 

during the last 4 weeks : supporting les Bleus in the Alliance Française ! 

They are a source of inspiration for us. Together we are stronger.  

Indeed, we managed to get through with the water crisis, together. The farmers 

made huge efforts and some even released their reserves to avoid  Day zero. The 

City of Cape Town has become an example for the world to look up to, in terms 

of reducing its water consumption. For that I salute the local authorities for 

their work and the Capetonians – French and South African - for their efforts! 

This leads me to my third word.  

Innovation  

Without adaptation in our way of life, but also innovation in the water 

technologies; it would never have been possible to keep us afloat (!) during the 

drought. I had the opportunity to meet some major actors in the water 

innovation sector in May, and I must say we are in good hands ! 

 

Innovation is key for our partnership with South Africa and covers a whole 

range of sectors and actors.  

 

I recentely visited Innovus in Stellenbosch University. Their incubator, called 

the Launch lab, is a place that gathers in the same place knowledge, capital and 

talents. Very much like this place tonight!  

 

Entrepreneur 
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I saw an interesting sentence in the Mail & Guardian from last week : « France 

gave the world the word entrepreneur (everyone knows it!) – and now it is 

giving the world entrepreneurs » 

Actually Cape Town is at the forefront for French entrepreneurship. Il has even 

become a real hub for French entrepreneurs in Africa!  The FrenchTech is 

blooming there, and I am amazed by the dynamism of the French companies that 

are based here in Cape Town and operate all accross the continent. 

Excellence 

French companies are part and parcel of the French Community, as we can see 

with their sponsorship policy, without which we would not all be here tonight. 

All of them represent the French Excellence (my fifth word). I would like to 

present my special thanks to :  

- Mazars, and their hyperactive French Desk 

- Framatome  and EDF,  which operate the Koeberg Plant 

- AMT, which work logistics  in the marine field, during for example the 

port calls of our navy ships – like l’Astrolabe, that some of you had the 

chance to visit last month 

- Capago, which help us  welcoming the visa applicants 

- Faurecia, first French employer in South Africa, who welcome their share 

of VIE 

- Colas 

- Moet Henessy 

- African Eagle 

I would also like to thank our suppliers for tonight :  

- Bridor 

- Ile De France 

- Gearhouse 

- Marianne and Dorance for their wine 

- Joon, who is sponsoring the lottery from the Entraide – we will discover 

the winner at the end of the evening... Suspense ! 

And my special thanks to ZipZap Circus, and their amazing work towards a 

better social cohesion.  

So, for tonight’s further program : 
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- Speeches :  

o From H.E. the Ambassador 

o From the Ministre d’Etat, Mr. Nicolas Hulot 

- Hymns : sung by the amazing Blaq Pearl. The voice of this Mitchell’s 

Plain child will be, I am sure of that, a delight for your ears. 

 

Les buffets seront ensuite ouverts and the ball for those who feel like 

dancing tonight.  

 

Without further ado, I now give the floor to his Excellency, Christophe 

Farnaud, Ambassador of France to South Africa.  

 

 


